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Graph Signal Processing (GSP)

Introduction to Signal Processing over Graphs
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Motivation

Data are not always defined over regular metric domains such as time or space

Goal: analyze and extract information from data defined over irregular
domains

Graphs are composed of a set of nodes and a set of edges between them

Graphs are suitable tools to represent unstructured data on irregular domain
in order to capture their complex relationships
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Graph Signal Processing

Graph signal processing: provides tools for the analysis and processing of
signals defined over graphs [1],[2]

GSP extends classical signal processing to signals defined over the nodes
of a graph

[1] D. I. Shuman, S. K. Narang, P. Frossard, A. Ortega, and P. Vandergheynst, “The
emerging field of signal processing on graphs: Extending high-dimensional data analysis to
networks and other irregular domains,” IEEE Signal Process. Mag., vol. 30, no. 3, pp.
83–98, May 2013
[2] A. Sandryhaila and J. M. F. Moura, “Discrete signal processing on graphs: Frequency
analysis,” IEEE Trans. Signal Process., vol. 62, no. 12, pp. 3042–3054, Jun. 2014.
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Applications

Examples:

Biological networks: gene regulatory networks, protein-protein interaction
networks, brain networks...

Gene regulatory network

Red node color signifies induction or
activation of p53, blue suppression or
deactivation and yellow indicates genes
that do not act directly onto p53.
Red arrows show induction/activation.
Blue arrows show inhibition.
Size of a node corresponds to the number
of connections to other nodes [3].

[3] G. Chen et al. “Augmenting microarray data with literature-based knowledge to enhance gene regulatory
network inference” PLoS computational biology 10.6 (2014).
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Applications

Gene regulatory networks

A gene supposed to code for a
transcription factor is denoted by TF. A
gene not identified with this property is
designated by TF. TF− TF edges (red
edges) are less represented than the
TF− TF edges (blue edges)[4].

[4] A. Pirayre et al. “BRANE Cut: biologically-related a priori network enhancement with graph cuts for gene
regulatory network inference.” BMC bioinformatics 16.1 (2015): 1-12.
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Applications

Brain networks: nodes are associated with brain regions and edges to
structural or functional connections

Graphs are built based on functional
connectivity, which is a pairwise measure of
interdependency between activity traces of
regions
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Applications

Citations and social networks, communication and transportation
networks

Citation network

Social network
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Graph Signal Processing (GSP)

Graph Theory: Basic Review
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Graph Theory: Basic review

A graph is a topological space, i.e. a discrete set of points, along with a set of
neighborhood relations.

A graph G = (V, E) is composed of

a set V = {1, . . . , N} of vertices (nodes)

a set E ⊆ V ∪ V of edges eij = (i, j) connecting node i and j

We denote with Ni = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E} the set of neighbors of node i
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Weighted graphs:
W : E → R is a map from the set of edges to scalar, such that wij is the
weight associated with edge (i, j)

A graph is unweighted if wi,j = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E
Graphs are undirected if wi,j = wj,i and directed if wi,j ̸= wj,i

Undirected graph Directed graph
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Unweighted and directed graphs

V = {1, 2, 3, 4}, E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1)}

wij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E

Unweighted and undirected graph

V = {1, 2, 3, 4},

E = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}

wij = wji = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E

Weighted and undirected graph

V = {1, 2, 3, 4}, E = {(1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4)}

wij = wji, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Algebraic graph theory: associate with a graph G matrices capturing its connectivity

The adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N is defined as

A(i, j) =

{
wij if (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise

For undirected graphs A is a symmetric matrix
For undirected and unweighted graphs A is a symmetric binary matrix

If G is an unweighted and undirected graph, the degree of node i is defined as
the number of its neighbors | Ni |.
If the graph is directed we have an out-degree and in-degree for each node

The Degree diagonal matrix D is defined as

D(i, i) =
∑
j∈Ni

A(i, j)
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Given an undirected graphs the Laplacian matrix is defined as
L = D−A, i.e.

L(i, j) =


D(i, i) if i = j

−wij if (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise

Undirected graph

A =


0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0

 ,D =


2 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 4



L =


2 −1 0 0 0 −1
−1 4 −1 −1 0 −1
0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 2 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 −1
−1 −1 0 −1 −1 4
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Denote with λi and ui the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of the
Laplacian matrix L, i.e.

Lui = λiui, i = 1, . . . , N

The Laplacian matrix is a semidefinite matrix, i.e.

- λi ≥ 0, ∀i

- The quadratic form xTLx = 1
2

∑
(i,j)∈E wi,j(xi − xj)

2 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ RN

It always holds L1 = 0, i.e. the constant vector 1/
√
N is an eigenvector of L

associated with the eigenvalue 0

If the graph is connected the multiplicity of λ1 = 0 is 1 and λi > 0 for i > 1

If the graph is disconnected the number of connected components is equal to
the multiplicity of the 0 eigenvalue
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Graph Signals

Given a graph G = (V, E), a Graph Signal (GS) is a mapping s : V → R
A GS may be represented as a vector s = [s1, s2, . . . , sN ] with si the signal
observed over node i

Example:

Genetic similarity graph from a brain tumor dataset [5]

Nodes: patients
Node signal: gene
expression level
corresponding to the
patient
Links: the weights in
the adjacency matrix A
are obtained by
comparing the genetic
data between two
patients

[5] Wang, Wei, et al. “Gene selection for cancer detection using graph signal processing.” Informatics in Medicine
Unlocked 25 (2021): 100662.
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Examples:

Vehicular traffic intensity
over Mazzini square in Rome

Electrocorticography signals
collected in an epilepsy study
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Graph Theory: Basic review

Graph signals can be also defined over metric domains as time and space

Time domain: the ordered nodes of a graph are associated with a discrete time
signal

Space domain: associate to an image (space signal) a grid graph
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Graph Signal Processing (GSP)

Spectral Graph Theory
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Spectral Graph Theory

Given a graph G, a graph-shift operator is a matrix S ∈ RN×N with
S(i, j) ̸= 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E and S(i, j) = 0 otherwise

Possible shift operators are the adjacency matrix A and the Laplacian
matrix L

For undirected graphs the Laplacian matrix L is symmetric and

L = UΛUT

where:

- U = [u1, . . . ,uN ] with ui, i = 1, . . . , N the eigenvectors of L

- Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN ) with λi, i = 1, . . . , N the eigenvalues of L
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Spectral Graph Theory

Graph Fourier Transform (GFT)

For undirected graphs the GFT of the graph signal s : V → RN is defined as [1]

ŝ(i) =< ui, s >=

N∑
n=1

s(n)ui(n), i = 1, . . . , N

in matrix form

GFT: ŝ = UTs

Inverse GFT: s = Uŝ

For directed graphs assuming that the Laplacian matrix is diagonalizable so
that L = VJV−1, it holds [2]

GFT: ŝ = V−1s

Inverse GFT: s = Vŝ
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Spectral Graph Theory

For a directed cycle graph

GFT ≡ Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

U = F with

uk(n) =
exp (−j2π k

N n)
√
N

for n = 0, . . . , N − 1

Theorem: The GFT preserves energy

∥ s ∥2= sTs = ŝT ŝ =∥ ŝ ∥2
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Spectral Graph Theory

Graph signals can be equivalently represented in the vertex domain or in the
graph frequency domain

Vertex domain

Graph frequency domain
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Spectral Graph Theory

Graph Total Variation:

TVG(x) =

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

wij(xi − xj)
2 = xTLx

The Laplacian eigenvalues can be interpreted as frequencies:

-Low eigenvalues are associated with lower frequencies

-Large eigenvalues are associated with higher frequencies

The eigenvectors associated with large (small) eigenvalues vary rapidly
(slowly)
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Spectral Graph Theory

Spectral graph theory: Low order eigenvectors encode cluster structures

Graph signals with clustering properties are smooth within clusters

Example of smooth (lowpass) signals within clusters
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GFT provides a sparse representation of smooth signals defined on a graph that are
said to be band-limited
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Spectral Graph Theory

A graph signal s is band-limited over a graph if its GFT ŝ is sparse

s =

K∑
i=1

ŝiui = UKŝ

K is the graph signal bandwidth
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K ≈ 3
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Graph Fourier basis for directed graphs

For directed graphs, assuming the Laplacian matrix diagonalizable so that
L = VJV−1, the GFT can be defined as [2]

GFT: ŝ = V−1s, Inverse GFT: s = Vŝ

The Fourier basis for directed graphs can be also defined as the set of
orthonormal vectors minimizing the directed total variation [6]:

min
U∈RN×N

GDV(U) :=

N∑
k=1

N∑
i,j=1

aij [uk(i)− uk(j)]+ (P)

s.t. UTU = I, u1 = 1√
N
1

where U := (u1, . . . ,uN ).

[6] S. Sardellitti, S. Barbarossa, P. Di Lorenzo, “On the Graph Fourier Transform for Directed Graphs,” IEEE
Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing, vol. 11, no. 6, pp. 796-811, Sept. 2017.
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Spectral Graph Theory

Bandlimitedness enables sampling, compression, filtering

Find sparse representations makes it easier to extract information from signals
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Graph Signal Processing (GSP)

Sampling and recovering over graphs
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Graph Sampling Theory

Problem: Recover overall signal s from a subset S of its samples

From Graph Signal Processing (GSP) theory we know that, under some ana-
lytical conditions, a band-limited signal can be recovered from a subset of its
samples
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Graph Sampling Theory

Problem: How can we find x ∈ RN using Ns < N observations?

We focus on bandlimited signals

ŝ = UTs is sparse

s =
∑

k∈K ŝ(k)uk, K is the bandwidth with K =| K |< N

There are different sampling schemes [7],[8],[9],[10]...

We consider the method proposed in [7]

[7] M. Tsitsvero, S. Barbarossa, P. Di Lorenzo, “Signal Processing on Graph: Uncertainty principle and
sampling”, IEEE Trans. on Signal Processing, Sep. 2016.
[8] A. Anis, A. Gadde, and A. Ortega, “Towards a sampling theorem for signals on arbitrary ”, in IEEE Intl.
Conf. Acoust., Speech and Signal Process. (ICASSP), May 2014, pp. 3864-3868.
[9] S. Segarra, A. G. Marques, G. Leus and A. Ribeiro, “Aggregation Sampling of Graph Signals in the Presence of
Noise”, Proc. of IEEE Intl. Wrksp. on Computational Advances in Multi-Sensor Adaptive Processing, Cancun,
Mexico, Dec. 13-16, 2015.
[10] S. Segarra, A. G. Marques, G. Leus, and A. Ribeiro, “Sampling of Graph Signals: Successive Local
Aggregations at a Single Node”, Proc. of 49th Asilomar Conf. on Signals, Systems, and Computers, Pacific Grove,
CA, Nov. 8-11, 2015.
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Sampling on graphs

Some definitions [7]:

- vertex-limiting operator:

D = diag(d11, . . . , dNN )

where dii = 1 if i ∈ S and dii = 0 if i /∈ S;

- band-limiting operator:

B = UΣUT

where Σ is a diagonal matrix selecting the frequency indices in F , i.e.

Σii = 1 if i ∈ F and Σii = 0 if i /∈ F

and U contains as columns the eigenvectors of L
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Sampling on graphs

Perfect localization conditions [7]

A vector s is perfectly localized over the vertex subset S if

Ds = s

A vector s is perfectly band-limited over F if

Bs = s

A vector s is perfectly localized over both vertex set S and frequency set F if
and only if

λmax(BDB) = 1

In such a case, s is the eigenvector associated with the unit eigenvalue
Equivalently

∥ BD ∥2=∥ DB ∥2= 1
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Sampling on graphs

Let us denote by r = Ds the sampled (node) signal

Sampling problem: Recover s from r

Thm[7]: Given a sampled signal r = Ds, it is possible to recover a bandlimited
signal s from its samples r, for any bandlimited signal, if and only if

∥ D̄B ∥2< 1

i.e. if the matrix BDB does not have any eigenvector that is perfectly localized
on the vertex-domain and band-limited on the frequency domain.
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Sampling on graphs

Let us denote by r = DSs the sampled graph signal observed over the subset S of
node

Sampling problem: Recover s from r

If the signal is bandlimited with bandwidth K, i.e. s = UKŝK then

r = DSs = DSUKŝK

If Ns =| S |≥ K, then
ŝK = (DSUK)

†r

so that
s = UKŝK = UK(DSUK)

†r

Using the equality (DSUK)
† =

(
UT

KDSUK
)−1

UT
KDS , we get

s = UK

(
UT

KDSUK

)−1

UT
K r
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Sampling on graphs

Besides choosing the number of samples, it is fundamental to have strategies
indicating where to sample

In [7] several strategies are proposed for selecting the samples’ locations.

[7] M. Tsitsvero, S. Barbarossa, P. Di Lorenzo, “Signal Processing on Graph: Uncertainty principle and
sampling”, IEEE Trans. on Signal Processing, Sep. 2016
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Topology inference from data

Goal: Find the graph topology that makes the observed signal band-limited
[11]

Motivations:

Find sparse representations facilitating extraction of information from
observed signals

Enable sampling and signal recovery from a subset of samples

Application: brain functional activity

[11] S. Sardellitti, S. Barbarossa, P. Di Lorenzo, “Graph Topology Inference based on Sparsifying Transform
Learning,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, vol. 67, pp. 1712-1727, April 2019.
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Proposed strategy

Given the data matrix Y ∈ RN×M collecting N signals over M time instants,
we aim to represent data as Y = UŜ

Goal: learning, jointly, the transform matrix U, the sparse GFT coefficients
matrix Ŝ and the graph Laplacian L

Two steps strategy:

given the observed signals Y, learn jointly the orthonormal transform ma-
trix U and the sparse GFT coefficients matrix Ŝ minimizing the fitting
error ∥ Y −UŜ ∥2F

given U infer the graph Laplacian matrix L which minimizes the total
variation
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Learning topology from data

Application: Infer brain functionality graph [11]
Data: Electrocorticography signals collected in an epilepsy study. We observe
20 overlapping 1sec segments of signals before (preictal) and after (ictal) onset
of a seizure
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Learning topology from data

Application: Infer brain functionality graph [11]
Data: Electrocorticography signals collected in an epilepsy study. We observe
20 overlapping 1sec segments of signals before (preictal) and after (ictal) onset
of a seizure
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Learning topology from data

Application [11]: Is the inference meaningful?

Recovery from a subset of
samples is possible thanks
to the band-limited
property enforced with
the inferred graph

This enables the
reduction of electrodes
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Graph Signal Processing (GSP)

Graph Signals Filtering
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Graph Signal Filtering

Linear graph filter: A filter H is a map between graph signals

H is an N ×N matrix

The output of the filter is
y = Hx
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Graph Signal Filtering

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) graph filter:

A filter H can be implemented using a polynomial in the shift operator S of degree
L, with coefficients h = [h0, . . . , hL]

T , i.e. assuming S = L

H = h0I+ h1L+ . . .+ hLL
L =

L∑
k=0

hkL
k

The output of the filter acting on the graph signal x is y = Hx

If we define x(k) = Lkx = Lx(k−1), then y is a linear combination of successive
shifted versions of x

y =

L∑
k=0

hkx
(k)

The output of the filter can be found in L local steps
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Graph Signal Filtering

An example of graph filter with S = A

S=A=


0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0



x = [2, 1, 0, 0, 0]T , h = [2, 3, 1]T , y =

 2∑
k=0

hkA
k

x =
2∑

k=0

hkx
(k)

= h0x
(0)

+ h1x
(1)

+ h2x
(2)

x
(0)

= x =


2
1
0
0
0

 ,x
(1)

= Ax
(0)

=


0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0




2
1
0
0
0

 =


1
2
1
2
0

 ,

x
(2)

= Ax
(1)

=


0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0




1
2
1
2
0

 =


2
1
2
1
0
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Frequency response of FIR filters

Given the FIR graph filter

H =

L∑
k=0

hkS
k

Let us focus on the case S = L = UΛUT . Then

H =

L∑
k=0

hk(UΛUT )k = U

(
L∑

k=0

hkΛ
k

)
UT

If H acts on the input signal x it holds

y = Hx = U

(
L∑

k=0

hkΛ
k

)
UTx = U

(
L∑

k=0

hkΛ
k

)
x̂ (1)

where in the last equality we used the GFT definition x̂ = UTx.

From (1) we get ŷ = UTy =

(
L∑

k=0

hkΛ
k

)
x̂
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Frequency response of FIR filters

Let us introduce the spectral filter diagonal matrix

H̄ =

L∑
k=0

hkΛ
k = diag(h̄)

The frequency response of the filter H is defined as:

h̄ =

[
L∑

k=0

hkλ
k
1 , . . . ,

L∑
k=0

hkλ
k
N

]T

Filtering in the spectral domain: ŷ = H̄x̂ or ŷ(i) = h̄(i)x̂(i), i = 1, . . . , N
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Cancer subtype classification

Application: Cancer subtype classification (from [12],[13])

Patients with same disease exhibit different behaviors

Each patient has a genetic profile describing gene mutations

Infer phenotypes from genotypes

Traditional approaches consider different genes to be independent but we know
that different genes may affect same metabolism

We consider genetic network: genetic profiles become graph signals on genetic
network. Using GSP we improve subtype classification

[12] A. G. Marques, S. Segarra, A. Ribeiro,“Graph Signal Processing: Fundamentals and Applications to Diffusion
Processes”, EUSIPCO16 Budapest, Hungary - August 29, 2016, online available at
http://www.eusipco2016.org/documents/391615/2699873/GSP_Tutorial_EUSIPCO_V1.pdf

[13] S. Segarra, W. Huang, and A. Ribeiro,“Signal Processing on Graphs ”, April 2019, available online at
https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~ese224/slides/900_graph_signal_processing.pdf
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Cancer subtype classification [12], [13]

Build an undirected and unweighted gene-to-gene interaction graph

2458 nodes are genes in human DNA related to breast cancer

An edge between two genes in the graph represents an interaction which
means that coded proteins participate in the same metabolic process

Adjacency matrix of the genetic interaction network [12],[13]
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Cancer subtype classification

Genetic profile of 240 women with breast cancer: 44 with serous subtype and
196 with endometrioid subtype

Each patient i has an associated profile xi ∈ {0, 1}2458

Mutations are varied across patients

some patients exhibit a lot of mutations

some genes are consistently mutated

Can we use the genetic profile to classify patients across subtypes?

Genetic profiles of patients [12],[13]
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Cancer subtype classification

Find the the distance between genetic profiles : d(i, j) =∥ xi − xj ∥2

Given a patient i to classify, all other patients’ subtypes are known

Find the k most similar profiles, i.e. j such that d(i, j) is minimized

Assign to i the most common subtype among these k neighbors

We obtain the following error rates

k = 3 → 13.3%, k = 5 → 12.9%, k = 7 → 14.6%

Can we obtain better results using graph signal processing?
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Cancer subtype classification [12],[13]

Each genetic profile xi is a graph signal on the genetic network

Analyse the graph signal in the spectral domain using the GFT: x̂i = UTxi
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Distinguishing power [12],[13]

We define the distinguishing power of frequency uk as

DP(uk) =

∣∣∣∣
∑

i:yi=1 x̂i(k)∑
i 1{yi = 1}

−
∑

i:yi=2 x̂i(k)∑
i 1{yi = 2}

∣∣∣∣ /∑
i

| x̂i(k) |

Normalized difference between the mean GFT coefficient for uk among
patients with serous and endometrioid subtypes
Distinguishing power is not equal across frequencies: most frequencies
have weak DP, a few frequencies have strong DP
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Increasing accuracy via graph filters [12],[13]

Keeps only information in the most distinguishable frequency

For the genetic profile xi multiply its frequency representation x̂i with graph
filter H1 having the frequency response

H1(k) =

{
1 if k = argmaxk DP(uk)
0 otherwise

Then perform inverse GFT to get the filtered graph signals yi
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Topological signal processing
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Topological signal processing

In many systems (biological, brain, social networks . . . .) the complex
interactions among data cannot be reduced to dyadic (pairwise) relationships

What topological descriptors do we need to incorporate higher-order
relationships among data?

Go beyond graphs: Hypergraphs, simplicial complexes, cell complexes
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Beyond graphs: simplicial complexes

Example: co-authorships networks

- vertices A, B,C, D are authors

- there is a link if two authors have
co-authored at least one joint paper

- there is a triangle between three
authors if they have co-authored at
least one joint paper

Simplicial complexes
An abstract simplicial complex is a finite collection of subsets (simplicies) of various
cardinality of the elements of a set V satisfying the inclusion property

- 0-simplices (nodes) {v1}, {v2}...
- 1-simplices (edges) capture pairwise
relations {v1, v2}, {v1, v4}...

- 2-simplices (filled triangles) capture
triple-wise relations {v1, v2, v4}
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Beyond graphs: simplicial complexes
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Beyond graphs: simplicial complexes

Limits of simplicial complexes: in many applications the inclusion
constraint on the subsets of the complex can be too stringent!

Example: protein-to-protein
networks
A chemical reaction among a group of
proteins {A,B,C,D,E} does not
imply that a reaction also occurs
among any subset of proteins.

Some reactions as (A,C) and (B,D)
cannot occur
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Beyond simplicial: cell complexes

Cell complexes: more general topological structures capturing higher order
relationships.

A k-cell may be represented by an ordered set of vertices comprising a
k-polytope

0-cells: vertices

1-cells: edges

All polygons: 2-cells

Simplicial complexes are special case of cell complexes
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Topological signal processing

Extend GSP to the processing of signals defined over simplicial and cell complexes
[14, 15, 16, 17...]:

Spectral theory

Sampling and recovering of signals defined over cell complexes

Topology inference from data

Filtering of edge signals

[14] S. Barbarossa, S. Sardellitti, “Topological Signal Processing over Simplicial Complexes”,
IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 2020.
[15] S. Sardellitti, S. Barbarossa, “Topological Signal Representation and Processing over
Cell Complexes,” online available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.08993, January 2022.
[16] S. Barbarossa, S. Sardellitti, “Topological Signal Processing: Making Sense of Data
Building on Multiway Relations,” IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, vol. 37, no. 6, pp.
174-183, Nov. 2020.
[17] M. T. Schaub, et al. “Signal processing on higher-order networks: Livin’on the edge...
and beyond,” Signal Processing 187 (2021): 108149.
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